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Courier New Std TrueType Font Free Download. Details: This file named 'Courier New Std TrueType
Font Free Download.rar is.The present invention generally relates to methods and systems for

control of a motor vehicle, and more particularly relates to a method for a driver controlled vehicle to
start and stop its movement. The invention is applied especially in vehicle without a driver, e.g.

autonomous driverless vehicle or vehicle with driver, and in other general driver-controlled vehicles.
Driver-controlled vehicles are a part of the automotive industry, the road traffic industry and the
transportation industry. Conventional driver-controlled vehicles are vehicles which move along a

defined route. The route is usually a fixed route in a specific traffic environment. The driver-
controlled vehicle follows the route as a predetermined driving route. When the driver-controlled

vehicle reaches an end point of the route, the vehicle stops and the driver (or the automated drive)
turns back towards the start point. Examples of driver-controlled vehicle include road vehicles driven

by a driver (driver-controlled vehicles) and/or automated road vehicles (driverless vehicles). This
type of driver-controlled vehicle is today the most common type of road traffic. In driver-controlled
vehicles, an operator usually directs the vehicle by using a steering wheel, pedals, etc. In driverless

vehicles, the vehicles usually follow a route in the defined traffic environment. The vehicles have
sensory systems, which collect road and traffic data from the road environment. The vehicles use

these data to navigate the route. In other words, the vehicles navigate to the defined route.
According to one example in “the” traffic, the vehicles stop when the defined route is reached. In the
traffic area around the route, there are usually a number of obstacles, such as road users, vehicles,
animals, buildings and other types of obstacles. The obstacles may be static or mobile. In the traffic,
the route usually goes around these obstacles. A way for reaching the route consists of sections that

are separated from each other by the obstacles. In order to automatically navigate a route, the
number of different route variants is generally large. This is due to the fact that the number of

defined routes is large. In addition to the driver-controlled vehicle, there may be various obstacles
which may be defined by such obstacles, which are static or mobile and which may be placed in the
road environment. The number of route variants may be increased by specifying the obstacles along

the defined route. Thus, some vehicles
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